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With the advent of internet and digital communication technology, online crimes targeting celebrities have gained a momentum. This article argues that, among the celebrities, actresses of Hollywood and Bollywood are particularly targeted online mainly because of their sex appeal and easy availability of contents including their images, video clippings, their private geo-location information, etc. The perpetrators are mostly fans who may wish to view the actresses as sex symbols. This article suggests that production houses should take primary responsibilities to prevent such victimisation and the actors themselves may avail legal policies such as right to be forgotten to approach the internet companies including search engines like Google to prevent victimisation and remove the offensive contents.
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Introduction

Cinema is a reflection of our lives, thoughts and some wonderful imaginations. Over the years, cinema or movie has carved a special niche to balm the stressed human psychology. Researchers see this as a good leisure activity which goes a long way to de-stress the viewer (Noah, 2005). The major human factors which contribute in de-stressing the human psychology through cinema are technicians of various level, playback musicians and singers, music directors, cameramen, script writers who plan the plots, the directors who make the story consumable for cinema audience, producers and the male and actresses who create the actual audio-visual effects. The commercial success of cinemas depends on the popularity of the actors (Cianfaglione, 2011). Sexual appeal of the celebrities, actresses, have been proven to be one of the prime factors of their market popularity, which in turn may help to generate more revenue for their films. Several production houses of Hollywood as well as Bollywood, understanding this consumer mindset, have emphasised more on erotica either bluntly or in a subtle way; lead actresses are dressed to sexually arouse the audience and they are filmed from specific angels which may make their simple movements or postures more erotic (Banarji, 2012; Smelik, 2016). Post production, specific erotic scenes highlighting female lead actors’ sexual appeal may be used as trailers for advertising for the films. These trailers are released by the production houses through various web platforms, including social media sites like YouTube or Facebook. These clippings may further be shared by personal social media profiles of the actors, online celeb magazines, social media fan clubs, entertainment channels as well as regular news media channels. As such, these clippings which may run for maximum five or six minutes may attract millions of viewers, who may consume the clippings as erotica videos.

This article argues that such advertisement mechanism may be detrimental to the actresses as the viewers including the fans may get easy access to the videos and photographs which may be misused to create non consensual porn avatars of the actors. The fans as well as the viewers may also get easy access to the private social media profiles of the actors, which may be misused for various online and real life harassments. Such online harassment may include stalking of the celebs, hacking of the personal social media profiles, email accounts as well as digital devices to get access to the private informa-
The online as well as real life harassment may also include voyeurism, including unethical photography in the shooting spot, etc. Such fan frenzies may fall directly in the category of cyber crimes against women as has been explained by (Halder, Jaishankar, 2011). It is essentially so because in the course of victimisation, women actors may face infringement of privacy, may have to face criminal intimidation, may be ‘consumed’ as ‘female sex objects’ without their wish, and thereby may be subjected to ‘visual victimisation’ online (Halder, Jaishankar, 2014). This article argues that while effects of fan frenzies on still and audio-visual images of the Hollywood film stars have been researched upon by several researchers including Lipton (2010), Rolph (2010) and Cianfagilone (2011) from the Copy Right laws point of view, rarely any studies have been made on the effects of fan frenzies to Hollywood and Bollywood female cine actors from the perspectives of cyber crimes targeting women. This article aims to fulfil this lacuna.

This article further argues that the after effects of such victimization should neither be ignored. Nonetheless, it would be wrong to presume that actresses from western filmdom are the only victims of such numerous types of online victimization. While several researches have discussed about victimisation of women actors of Hollywood, not many comparative studies have been done on the victimisation of Hollywood and Bollywood actresses on internet. Bombay (Now Mumbai) filmdom, popularly known as Bollywood, has successfully created a magical effect on the youth of both East and West through typical Bollywood filmy songs and dances. The Bollywood films could generate a huge market not only in Asia, but also in other continents including Europe, America, Australia and Africa (David, 2007). This article claims that the victimization pattern of the Indian Bollywood actresses may be similar to their Hollywood counterparts. Further, due to orthodox patriarchal social setup, the Bollywood actresses may face different types of harassments at home ground, including online threats from moral policing groups for over exposing. This article aims to research on this very aspect as well.

This article is divided into five parts including the introduction. The second part of this article discusses about the patterns of victimization of female celebrities. The third part discusses about the detrimental effects of such victimization on the women film stars of Hollywood and Bollywood. The fourth
part discusses about the possible solution to combat the harassment and the fifth part is the conclusion.

Patterns of victimization of female celebrities

Creation of non-consensual porn avatars

As has been stated earlier, the box office success of the commercial cinemas may be directly connected with the sexual appeal of the women actors. Production houses project the sexuality of the women actors to earn more “male gaze” (Wales, 2002), which may directly impact on the box office success. Erotica clippings with the actresses as the main performer may attract audience even if these may run for five to six minutes. These clippings are categorised as “hot”, “sexy” or “erota” videos and re-distributed by amateur content developers, including groups who work towards building virtual adult entertaining network communities. They share the original videos that may have been floated by the production houses themselves as advertisements to the movie (Driscoll, 2007), as well as mashed up videos and these contents serve the purpose of sexual gratification of the viewers. Such manner of sexist categorising may turn the actresses into non consensual porn avatars. The following example may be considered to understand this pattern of victimisation.

Consider the famous and commercially successful 2005 movie Mr. & Mrs. Smith, starring Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt, which is made up on the story of a married couple who, at one point of time, starts feeling ‘bored’. The movie is a romantic comedy and it has few scenes where “Brangelina”1 passionately kiss each other; have sex and admire each other’s sexual fitness. No sooner, Angelina became a ‘hot star’ on the internet. Numerous YouTube video clippings are now available showing Angelina’s ‘sex scenes’. Some of these clippings are from the original movie of Mr. & Mrs. Smith, some are from different movies starring Angelina, and some are ‘mash-ups’, but almost all of them are treated no less than porno clippings. Such consumption of Jolie as porn star is evident from the comments made by the viewers in the particular YouTube
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and other online video entertainment sources, most of which would vouch that such clippings were seen for exclusive sexual gratification of the viewers.\footnote{For example, see the sexist and misogynist comments in the YouTube clipping of Mr.&Mrs. Smith, which may show that Jolie has been “consumed” more as a porn actor than an acclaimed Hollywood actor. Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ltqo1jzJoiU, page accessed 24.11.2016.}

It may be seen that other Hollywood lead actresses, like Anna Hathaway of the \textit{Dark Knight Rises} (2012) fame, Penelope Cruz of \textit{Pirates of the Caribbean: On stranger tides} (2011) fame, Salma Hayek of \textit{Frida} (2002) fame, Miley Cyrus of \textit{Hana Montana} (2006) fame etc., have also joined the list of ‘hot’ actors who are regularly watched by many through YouTube in their sexiest avatars, performing sexual activities. The erotic comments posted by the viewers in these videos make these videos more sexual erotica videos.

\textit{Infringement of privacy of actresses by way of cyber stalking}

Actresses may also be victimised by way of infringement of privacy including data theft. This can be discussed under the cyber stalking. Ellison and Akdeniz (1998) had in their research pointed out that the term cyber stalking includes digitally harassing behaviours, sending junk mails, computer viruses, impersonating the victim, etc and it may happen to victims including women and also celebrities. However, it needs to be understood that impersonation and online threatening may also be considered as separate offences (Halder, 2015). As such, it may be understood that actresses may also be subjected to the same mechanism of cyber stalking as it may happen to general women victims of interpersonal cyber stalking. This may include data mining and “reality mining” (Eagle, Pentland, 2006; Halder, 2015), hacking into the device as well as social media profile or email id of the actor, impersonation of the victim, sending repeated emotional or obscene or threatening messages to the victim’s mail id or social media profile, etc. However, the perpetrator may not proceed for “negative online socialising” (Halder, 2015),\footnote{Halder explained negative online socializing in the following words: “Traditionally, negative socialisation means a phenomenon which ‘occurs when others use punishment, harsh criticism or anger, to try to teach us a lesson, and often we come to dislike both negative socialisation and the people who impose it on us’. The scope of this traditional explanation can be enlarged for constructing the meaning of negative online socialising and it can be interpreted as a type of online socialising where by a victim enters the vicious socializing network of the perpetrator knowingly or unknowingly and the perpetrator gains undue evil benefits from
cyber stalking since he may like to keep the connection with the actor more personal rather than making the later be accessible by public, especially his own acquaintances. Such pattern of victimisation may be explained by following two examples.

Hollywood actress Salma Hayek was harassed by two obsessive women fans (among whom one apparently was in “love” with Hayek). The cyber stalking included shadowing, data mining and impersonating Hayek. The perpetrators impersonated her using FaceTime and approached the actor’s friends and family members to get her personal contact information. As the news report further suggests, they also approached Hayek’s young daughter impersonating her (Dillon, 2015). Hayek successfully got a temporary restraining order against the perpetrators (Dillon, 2015).

Shruti Hassan, an actor from Bollywood and the daughter of veteran Indian actor Kamal Hassan, had been victimised by way of cyber stalking by a male perpetrator who sent her abusive, derogatory messages through Twitter repeatedly (The New Indian Express, 2016). Shruti reported the incident to the cyber crime cell; however, no report of legal prosecution against the stalker has been published still now. As it may be seen from the above two examples, Hayek’s case may fall into two distinct offensive behaviours: impersonating and excessive online data mining including monitoring the victim as part of cyber stalking.

**Infringement of privacy by unauthorised access to digital data**

Consider the case of 100 celebrity explicit photo hacks that happened in 2014. A group of hackers accessed the phones of the celebrities through a cloud based storage application only to steal explicit, intimate pictures which were meant for private storage by the celebrities themselves. The victims included Hollywood stars Jennifer Lawrence, Selena Gomez, Kristen Dunst etc., whose private pictures including nude selfies, pictures with husbands or boyfriends in a compromising position etc., were hacked and leaked in a website called 4Chan (Kedmey, 2014). While this had been the biggest celebrity leak of the year, prior to this and even after this, many female Hollywood and Bollywood celebrities have been victimised by way of hacking to gain unau-
Authorised access to their private pictures. The contents thus accessed are used for mass fan feeding and illegal gain by way of distributing the private information, including the private images through various websites like YouTube. Actresses of Hollywood and Bollywood may achieve celebrity status when their private information remains inaccessible by mass public, including their fans. Fan’s contribution in creating a celebrity cannot be overlooked and in these cases there may be a clash of interest between privacy rights and right to speech (Gibson, 2006).

Victimisation by way of copyright violation

Apart from cyber stalking or hacking, privacy of female celebrities may also be infringed by way of copyright violation by fans (Gibson, 2006). Researchers like Lipton pointed out that web 2.0 forums, including social networking sites, blogs, wikis and other various web pages, have helped to develop many online communities of “consumer creators” (Lipton, 2010). Even though mostly such communities are made for no profit purposes, they provide excellent platforms for discussing about the works of the authors. These forums also provide excellent opportunities for author/creator-fan/follower communications, which may be indirect. Lipton has used five case studies to show that in such platforms copyright violations may exist in the form of distributing the piece of work and mash up videos (Lipton, 2010). He points out that, even though fair use defence or remix license may exist which may protect the persons who are primarily liable for the infringement of copyright, original copyright owners have the opportunities to charge the service provider, through whom the infringed copyrighted work is exposed. He also points out that such web platforms can give chances to online debates circling the work of the author (Lipton, 2010). Nonetheless, he agrees with other authors that when such copyright twilight zones are created for monetary profit or for other malicious intentions, such ‘creator’ cannot escape the clutches of law on any fair use or license defence mechanism. Rolph addresses the issues of photographic information which have enough potential to breach the privacy of celebrities (Rolph, 2010). He examines two cases, Douglas vs. Hello! Ltd.⁴ and Campbell vs. MGN Ltd.,⁵ both from the English
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courts, to show how the judiciary gradually accepted unauthorized photography as a means to breach privacy. He observed that privacy of the celebrities, breached by the professional as well as amateur photographers, can gain huge profits for the photographer but also may cause equally huge damages to the celebrities thus captured. Even though he spoke about exposing the photographs thus taken in the print media and its informative effects that may be detrimental to the subject of the photograph, namely the celebrity in question, he indicated that such photographs may have devastative effects on the privacy of the celebrity when they are exposed in any visual medium.

These researchers feel that celebrity victims of voyeurism and copyright violation can seek protection for restoration of their reputation against the creators of such profiles under the copyright laws. It is indeed true that as per the rules and regulations set out by Digital Millennium Copyrights Act, which every US based website follows, a user cannot upload a picture or a video of another when he/she does not own that content. He/She needs to get permission from the owner of the content. If he/she fails, he/she would be primarily liable for infringing the copyright of the content. The website in which he/she uploads the content, would be secondarily liable if it does not take down the content on notice. But the huge failure of such ‘mirage’ legal protections has been observed by many researchers including Bartow (2011). These researchers have also highlighted the celebrity legal battles over issues of infringement of privacy between the actors and the magazines, and subsequently the websites also. These observations and court case analysis collectively show that celebrities, especially actresses, are vulnerable targets of fanatic fan fares. Many of these fans love to exercise their right to sexual fantasy by viewing engineered still and video images of these actors. Further, to feed these individuals, there emerged a new group of fan feeders who make money by contributing such images to various websites, including social networking sites. These images may be unauthorised accessed, violated copyright norms, morphed and tagged with sexually arousing speeches. However, it becomes indeed a debatable issue when the movie stars themselves create or produce sex videos or sexted clippings or MMS leakages of private moments for publicity stunts. Consider the case of Kim Kardashian, a reality star, who has been repeatedly coming up in news media for her ‘publicity stunts’ either with her reality shows which are linked with her family business (Edwards, 2012), or with her 72 days marriage with Kris Humphries, or with her pregnancy, or with
her nude photo shoots, or with her 2007 sex tape video leakage (Hirsch, 2007). These publicity stunts earned her not only a little fortune, but also a possible career in the media and entertainment industry. Also consider the case of Poonam Pandey, a model and self claimed sex idol in the Bollywood film industry who created havoc by Twitting her bathing pictures in 2012, only to get noticed by users of world wide web first and then by film makers (Mid-day.com, 2012). Exposing all for the camera in the name of wardrobe malfunctioning, or sexting and leaking of MMS containing sexual clippings for publicity stunt and being in the gossip columns, had long been recognized as methods for image building for upcoming actresses or fading stars. However, at the same time this further invites debates whether such activities by the actors give an implied initiation to the web audience including the fans to infringe the privacy and harass women by way of cyber stalking.

**Detrimental effects of online privacy infringement and of creation of non-consensual porn images on the women actors**

Besides playing with the images of the stars, one may also note the existence of comments in the internet on the personal lives of the women stars. This can bring down self esteem of the woman, leave her in acute depression and may also damage her professional reputation. Such sorts of negative publicity may make the victim a soft target for religious moral policing groups. Nonetheless, it would be wrong to presume that actresses from western filmdom are the only victims of such numerous types of online victimization. Bollywood follow Hollywood as usual. Former beauty queens Aishwarya Rai and Susmita Sen, along with other Bollywood divas like Katrina Kaif, an actress of British Indian origin, Kareena Kapur, granddaughter of legendary film actor Raj Kapur and an acclaimed actor herself, Shilpa Shetty of the Eng-
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6 Consider the case of Pakistani cine actor Veena Malik who shot to fame in India due to her Indian TV reality show BiggBoss season 4, later which she had reportedly worked in couple of Bollywood movies. She was issued fatwa by the All India Muslim Tyohar Committee in December 2011 for her objectionable photos that had been uploaded in the internet and her actions in other reality shows on marriage. The Indian Muslim body reportedly issued fatwa as they felt this was sending wrong message to the Indian teens. For more information see TNN (December 22, 2011) Indian Muslim Body Issues Fatwa against Veena Malik. The Times of India. Available at: http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/city/bhopal/Muslim-body-issues-fatwa-on-Veena-Malik/articleshow/11200625.cms, page accessed 24.11.2016.
lish reality show Big Brother of 2007 fame, have also started been featuring in the YouTube as ‘hot’, ‘sexy’ actors. Similar to their Hollywood counterparts, these women are found in the short-length YouTube clippings of the original movie specifically showcasing sexual activities between lead actors; clippings where they are seen in wet garments in rain dances; and clippings where specifically their body parts, such as cleavage, breasts, buttocks, are focused by the camera for the purpose of the movie. Interestingly, these clippings, actually, include scenes where the woman is removing her clothes and baring her body parts for alluring the male character in the movie. However, the transformation of these movie stars of Bollywood to literal actors in porno like clippings does not get restricted only in the YouTube. There are numerous porno web pages which have pulled down these actors to the level of actual porno stars. A Google search with key words such as Aishwarya Rai, would lead to numerous websites including social networking sites like Facebook, YouTube and adult entertainment sites showing images where she is portrayed as ‘sexy’, ‘nude’, ‘hot babe’. In these websites, including the adult entertainment sites which have special sections depicting Bollywood female stars as porno stars, one can see a sexy avatar of the actor, complete with tag-line such as “hot Aishwarya”. This sexy avatar of the actress may have been made with her actual image which may have been used for the promotions of her films, or her morphed images where her face is morphed to give meaningful erotic beauty to other nude female bodies. This is the story for many other famous Bollywood actresses as well and we argue that in such cases, these actresses are pulled down as sex idols without their wish and permission. Analysis of the pictures of the film stars would show that majority of them are morphed: some are voyeur, highlighting especially private body parts of the actors with a ‘sexy’ tag line; some are even ‘innocent pictures’. But all of them necessarily infringe one or more legal rights. In this internet era, such sorts of fan frenzy
circling the sexual appeal of the actresses may create long lasting hazardous effects on their lives and careers. It may also leave a trail of negative effects on their children.\(^9\) Ironically, we have not come across many adult sites showcasing top Hollywood female stars such as are the cases for their Bollywood counterparts.\(^{10}\)

It is interesting to note how the approaches in this regard differ from Hollywood to Bollywood. Not very long ago, the internet including social networking sites, like the Facebook, was again flooded by the pictures of Aishwarya in two specific occasions including the Cannes film festival, where she looked ‘happily fatter’ than her usual ‘plastic beauty’ image (Salvadore, 2012). Understandably, these postnatal pictures of the former beauty queen were not morphed (if the meaning of morphing is taken to its literal and legal meaning). But they were neither originally owned by the post creators who circulated these pictures in the internet. Most of these pictures were accompanied by specific comments on her body size and sexual appeal from some disappointed fans, some supportive fans and even her worst critics (Salvadore, 2012). Majority of such comments are extremely misogynist due to the vulgarity and obscenity and may prove to be the best examples of extreme

\(^9\) This understanding is reached from the discussions about cyber victimization of women in the book *Cyber crime and the Victimization of Women: Laws, Rights, and Regulations* (Halder, Jaishankar, 2011), and from the opinions of Minister Beatrice Ask, Swedish minister for Justice at the “Opening Discussion: Focusing on Victims of Crime – Comparing Crime Patterns and Improving Practice. Researchers’ advice to policy”, along with Victor Jammers, Policy Director, Victim Support Netherlands; Beatrice Ask, Swedish Minister for Justice; Paula Teixeria da Cruz, the Portugese Minister for Justice; prof. dr Jan van Dijk, the Netherlands; prof. dr Vesna Nicolic-Ristanovic, Serbia, and prof. dr Sandra Walklate, UK, at the Stockholm Criminology Symposium, held during June 11-13, 2012 in Stockholm, Sweden. The authors were invited speakers at this symposium. See more http://www.criminologysymposium.com/symposium/event-information/2012.html, page accessed 23.11.2016.

\(^{10}\) For instance, in the websites such as Videos, which is claimed to be the largest porn site in the world (see Sebastian, A. (April 4, 2012) Just How Big Are Porn Sites? EXTREMETECH. Available at: http://www.extremetech.com/ computing/123929-just-how-big-are-porn-sites, page accessed 26.11.2016. Also see: Darling, K. (February 1, 2013) What Drives IP without IP? A Study of the Online Adult Entertainment Industry. Available at: http://ssrn.com/abstract=2198934, page accessed 26.11.2016. Notably, no links show case any Hollywood female actor. Even though when we searched in the Google with the key words such as “Xvideos Angelina Joli”. We were lead to the link: http://www.xvideos.com/video314873/angelina_joli, where women in sexual postures were seen. But it did not have any still or video image of Angelina Jolie. Page accessed 26.11.2016.
use of free speech rights, both from Indian as well as US aspects.\footnote{For example, consider the comments in the comment sections of the clipping titled \textit{Aishwarya Rai Hot Bed Scene}. Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SIPhOzUikTQ, page accessed 26.11.2016. Some of the comments describe her extremely hot to handle, some commentors have expressed desire to have sex with her and some have also expressed hatred to her. Further, consider the clipping of \textit{Scarlet Johnson He's Not That Into It} running hardly for one minute thirty seconds not only attracted more than 26 million viewers, but also several sexist and misogynist comments targeting Johnson. Available at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vgqU1lVxNl0, page accessed 22.11.2016.} There were no glitzy news reports about any complaint lodged by the actor or suit brought by the actor in the court of law on this issue against the creator/s of the ‘posts’ or the websites, which had aired these visual images and also the speech and expressions of the post creator/s. However, unlike Aishwarya Rai, some Bollywood actresses had come up with police complaints when their morphed pictures were found in websites which reportedly maligned their image (The Indian Express, 2009; The Hindustan Times, 2011). However, the number of such complainants is extremely low and we could hardly find detailed court order or police information regarding such complaints. In the West on the other hand, infringement in the privacy of celebrities and the legal issues relating to their still and video images in the internet have received due attention of researchers from various points of views.

Possible solution for combating online victimisation of female celebrities

From the above paragraphs it may be understood that female celebrities of Hollywood and Bollywood may be victimised due to film marketing methods adopted by the production houses, whereby sexually explicit scenes depicting women as sex objects may be uploaded later on internet. These celebrities may also be victimised by obsessive fan frenzies. In first case, the celebrities may prefer to sue the production houses for depicting them in sexually explicit indecent manners. But that can only be done when the actor concerned may not have consensually entered into agreement with the production houses to restrict the later from using her sexuality in a vulgar manner for promotion of the film. Production houses may also have a defence of no control upon the perception of the consumers. As such, suing the production houses for depicting the celebrity in an unwanted manner may be a
debatable issue. Hollywood and Bollywood, production houses themselves may take serious actions against unauthorised use of promo-trailers in YouTube and other websites including adult entertainment sites. The problem lies in monitoring the above mentioned sites to detect the clippings which portray women actors as sex idols. Unless the victims are taking offences privately, the production houses may continue to ignore the issue. Further, creation of fake avatars of actresses as sex stars on popular social networking sites like Facebook or Twitter or infringing their privacy by hacking and cyber stalking, or damaging their reputation by gross negative trolling, may be regulated by the existing laws if reported by the victims themselves. But in general, such sorts of victimisation may become viral due to advanced technologies which aide in rapid sharing of the contents. It then becomes virtually impossible for the victim to approach the search engine personally to prevent such spreading and pull down offensive comments and contents. We suggest that in such cases, the right to be forgotten rule may be availed by the victim actors. Right to be forgotten rule, an offshoot of European Union data policy law, is now being considered as a celebrated right to privacy against the internet companies to erase past data which are unwanted and detrimental to the victim (BBC, 2012). This may help the victim female actor not only to take action against the internet companies to remove unwanted contents victimizing her, but also the production houses whose websites may have wantonly posted over exposing sleuth pictures. Apart from this, we suggest that the production houses may also make strict regulations for monitoring and also crating awareness among the viewers to restrain from harassing women actors online. We strongly suggest that if the production houses take initiatives through trailers, opening scenes and end notes to spread such awareness, the online victimization of women actors may be controlled.

**Conclusion**

As the article suggests, actresses of Bollywood and Hollywood may seem to be destined to be victimised online due to various factors, including fan frenzyness and gross copyright and privacy infringement by internet audience including fans. The situation may develop worst outcomes including disturbing the privacy of the actresses at home and physical assault, which may
result due to wide spread sharing of contents including geo-locations and cyber stalking of actors. But it has been also observed that female celebrities may not always prefer to lodge any police complaint because they themselves may consider it as a way of publicity of their work. The feminist film theories explain the reason for such nonchalant feeling of the female celebrities from the perspective of passive and powerless projection of female characters in the films (Smelik, 2016). We feel that unless production houses themselves take the responsibility of projecting women equally to their male counterparts, victimisation of the celebrities may continue.
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Slavne ličnosti i sajber kriminalitet: Analiza viktimizacije ženskih filmskih zvezda na internetu

Sa pojavom interneta i digitalne tehnologije dolazi do porasta krivičnih dela izvršenih putem interneta, a koja su usmerena na slavne ličnosti. Ovaj rad ukazuje na to da su, među slavnim ličnostima, glumice Hollywood-a i Bollwood-a posebno izložene online viktimizaciji, pre svega zbog svog seksipila i lake dostupnosti različitih sadržaja u vezi sa njima, uključujući njihove slike, video snimke, privatne informacije o geografskoj lokaciji i slično. Učinioci su, uglavnom, obožavaoci koji žele da glumice posmatraju kao seks simbole. Ovaj rad ukazuje da producentske kuće treba da preuzmu primarnu odgovornost za sprečavanje online viktimizacije glumica, kao i da glumice same mogu da iskoriste pravne instrumente, kao što je pravo da se bude zaboravljen (eng. right to be forgotten), kako bi se internet kompanijama, uključujući i pretraživače, poput Google-a, onemogućio pristup uvredljivim sadržajima, a u cilju sprečavanja viktimizacije i uklanjanja uvredljivih sadržaja.

Ključne reči: sajber kriminalitet, viktimizacija, online uznemiravanje, pornografija, slavne ličnosti ženskog pola, pravo da se bude zaboravljen.
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